Law Timetable Clash Policy

Generally Undergraduate, JD and Postgraduate students may not enrol in any two law courses with a timetable clash. This will remain the case for most clashes. However, when a session-long course clashes once or twice only with an intensive, the student may be permitted to enrol in both courses if the lecturer of the session-long course grants the student permission to miss the clashing classes for that session-long course. If a clinical course or internship clashes with an intensive permission to enrol where there is a clash will only be granted if the overlap is insignificant as judged by the clinical or internship supervisor.

No clash will be permitted which allows a student to breach the Class Attendance Requirements Policy for either course. It is the student’s responsibility to ask the relevant lecturer for permission to enrol despite the clash, and to complete the Manual Course Enrolment Form with the attached approvals to enable manual enrolment. Students are responsible for keeping up with all required reading and course activities; lecturers are not expected to arrange additional consultations, tutorials, materials, lecture notes, recordings etc. No extensions or alternative assessments will be given on the basis of approved class clashes.

* This policy was approved at the UNSW Law Standing Committee 3 October 2012.